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Abstract
While it is widely believed that preemptability is a necessary requirement for developing real-time
software, there are additional costs involved with preemptive scheduling, as compared to non-preemptive
scheduling. Furthermore, in the context of fixed-priority scheduling, feasibility of a task set with nonpreemptive scheduling does not imply feasibility with preemptive scheduling (and vice-versa). In this paper,
we use the notion of preemption threshold to develop a new scheduling model, which unifies the concepts of
preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling, and subsumes both as special cases.
The notion of preemption threshold was introduced by Express Logic, Inc. in their ThreadX real-time
operating system. It allows a task to disable preemption from tasks up to a specified threshold priority. Tasks
having priorities higher than the threshold are still allowed to preempt. In our new model, each task has a
regular priority and a preemption threshold. We show how the new scheduling model can be analyzed for
response times. We also develop algorithms for optimal assignment of priorities and preemption threshold.
In this paper we also provide evidence that this new scheduling model provides substantial quantitative
benefits over both preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling models. We show that the new model can
result in substantial improvement of schedulability by taking advantage of aspects of both preemptive and
non-preemptive scheduling. Furthermore, we show that the new model provides lower run-time costs by
eliminating unnecessary preemptions.

 This work was presented in part at RTCSA’99, Hongkong, December 1999 and a brief version of this work was published in
the conference proceedings of RTCSA’99 by the IEEE Computer Society Press.

1

Introduction
Since the pioneering work of Liu and Layland [14], much work has been done in the area of real-time

scheduling, and in the analysis techniques to a priori predict schedulability of task sets under a particular
scheduling discipline. In particular, significant progress has been made in schedulability analysis of task
sets under fixed priority preemptive scheduling (e.g., [8, 9, 11, 12, 18]). The benefits of fixed priority
preemptive scheduling include relatively low run-time overheads (as compared to dynamic priority schemes,
such as earliest deadline first) and ability to support tighter deadlines for urgent tasks (as compared to nonpreemptive scheduling).
While preemptability is often necessary in real-time scheduling, it is fallacious to assume that it always
results in higher schedulability. Indeed, it can be shown that, in the context of fixed priority scheduling,
preemptive schedulers do not dominate non-preemptive schedulers, i.e., the schedulability of a task set under
non-preemptive scheduling does not imply the schedulability of the task set under preemptive scheduling
(and vice-versa). Moreover, preemptive schedulers have higher run-time overheads as compared to nonpreemptive schedulers.
In this paper, we propose a generalized model of fixed priority scheduling that integrates and subsumes
both preemptive and non-preemptive schedulers. The model uses the notion of preemption threshold, which
was introduced by Express Logic, Inc. in their ThreadX real-time operating system to avoid unnecessary
preemptions [10]. In our new scheduling model, each task has a preemption threshold, in addition to its
priority. In essence, this results in a dual priority system. Each task has a regular priority, which is the
priority at which it is queued when it is released. Once a task gets the CPU, its priority is raised to its
preemption threshold. It keeps this priority, until the end of its execution. For recurring tasks, this process
repeats each time the task is released.
The preemption threshold scheduling model can be used to get the best aspects of both preemptive and
non-preemptive scheduling. By choosing the preemption threshold of a task that is higher than its priority,
a task avoids getting preempted from any task that has a priority lower than its preemption threshold. By
varying the preemption thresholds of tasks, the desired amount of non-preemptability may be achieved. In
this way, the preemption threshold model may be viewed as introducing non-preemptability in a controllable
manner. A suitable setting for the preemption thresholds can thus be used to get “just enough preemptability”
needed to meet the real-time responsiveness requirements; thereby eliminating run-time overheads arising
from unnecessary preemptability in the scheduling model.
It is also easy to see that both preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling are special cases of schedul-
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Table 1. An Example Task Set.

ing with preemption threshold. If the preemption threshold of each task is the same as its priority, then
the model reduces to pure preemptive scheduling. On the other hand, if the preemption threshold of each
task is set to the highest priority in the system, then no preemptions are possible, leading to fixed priority
non-preemptive scheduling.

1.1 A Motivating Example
Before we delve into a theoretical treatment of the new scheduling model, it is instructive to take a
look at a simple example that shows how schedulability can be improved with this new scheduling model.
We consider a task set with 3 independent periodic tasks, as shown in Table 1. Each task is characterized by



a period ( ), a deadline (

 ) and a computation time ( ).





The scheduling attributes for each task include its priority ( ) and its preemption threshold ( ). Assuming fixed-priority scheduling, the optimal priority ordering for this task set is deadline monotonic ordering with both preemptive scheduling [13] and non-preemptive scheduling [5]. Under this priority ordering1,
the worst-case response times for the tasks are shown in Table 2. We can see that
der preemptive scheduling, while



misses its deadline un-

misses its deadline under non-preemptive scheduling. Since the priority

ordering is optimal, this implies that the task set is not schedulable under either fixed-priority preemptive
scheduling, or fixed-priority non-preemptive scheduling.2
When we use preemption threshold, we can make the task set schedulable by setting the preemption
threshold for
by

as 3, and

, but not by

as 2. By setting the preemption threshold of

. This effectively improves the response time of

case) since it can no longer be blocked by
1
2

 .



to 2, we allow it to be preempted

(as compared to the non-preemptive

At the same time, it improves the response time of



(as

Throughout this paper, we use higher numbers to denote higher priorities.
We also note that a slight modification to this example will show that the feasibility under preemptive scheduler does not imply

feasibility under non-preemptive scheduler (by changing the deadline of
to be 60).



to 120), and vice versa (by changing the deadline of
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Table 2. Response Times for Tasks under Different Schedulers.

compared to the preemptive case) since it cannot be preempted by

once



has started running. The

resultant response times are also shown in Table 2.
Figure 1 illustrates the run-time behavior of the system with preemption threshold, and why it helps in
increasing schedulability. In the figure, the arrows indicate arrival of task instances. The figure shows the

 , which occurs when instances of all tasks arrive
simultaneously (time 0). The scenario leads to the worst-case response time for  . We can see that at time
70, a new instance of arrives. Since the priority of is higher than the preemption threshold of  , 
scheduling of tasks starting from the critical instant of

is preempted. At time 80, a new instance of
at time 90, when

arrives. It can not preempt the execution of

finishes, a pure preemptive scheduler would have run

setting the preemption threshold of



to 2, we have



 . In contrast, by

scheduled at time 90 under our scheduling model.

This effectively improves the worst-case response time of
also adds blocking time to

, delaying

. However,

 , making it schedulable. Note however that this

(as compared to the preemptive case), which increases its worst-case response

time, but does not affect its schedulability in this example.
The use of preemption thresholds also reduces the run-time overheads associated with preemptions
and the associated context-switches. This is due to the introduction of some non-preemptability into the
scheduling model. We simulated the execution of tasks in this example for one LCM length (i.e., 2800 time
units). When all tasks were released simultaneously at time 0, we find that preemptive scheduling results in
17 preemptions, while with preemption thresholds we get 8 preemptions. If we stagger the release times,
such that



is released at time 0,

at time 1, and

at time 2, then the number of preemptions with

preemptive scheduling is 30, while using preemption thresholds reduces it to 10.
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Figure 1. Run-time Behavior with Preemption Threshold

1.2 Contributions
The main contribution of this paper is in developing the proposed scheduling model using preemption
threshold, showing how it improves over pure preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling, and systematically allocating feasible scheduling attributes (priority and preemption threshold) to task sets. We begin
with developing the response-time analysis for the new model based on well-know technique using critical
instants and busy periods [8, 9, 11, 12, 18]. We then develop an algorithm for assignment of task priorities
and preemption thresholds. Our solution comes in two steps. First, given an assignment of priorities, we
develop an efficient algorithm that computes an optimal set of preemption thresholds using a search space
of
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*

(instead of
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*

for an exhaustive search). The algorithm is optimal in the usual sense of finding

a feasible assignment, i.e., one that makes the task set schedulable, if one exists. Using this algorithm as a
“sub-routine” we then propose an optimal search algorithm to find an optimal assignment of both priorities
and preemption thresholds by extending Audsley’s optimal priority assignment algorithm [1, 18]. We also
present an efficient (but non-optimal) greedy heuristic algorithm that is used in our simulations.
The proposed scheduling model provides some interesting features such as improved schedulability
(compared to both preemptive and non-preemptive schedulers) and reduced preemption overhead (compared
to preemptive schedulers). We quantify the benefits of the proposed scheduling model through simulations
over randomly generated task sets. To quantify the improvement in schedulability, we use breakdown utilization [11] as a measure of schedulability. Our simulations show that depending on the task set characteristics,
using preemption threshold can increase the schedulability by as much as
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of processor utiliza-

tion as compared to preemptive scheduling, and even more as compared to non-preemptive scheduling. We
also present simulation results that quantify the reduction in preemptions. For this purpose, we develop

another algorithm that given a feasible assignment of priorities and preemption thresholds (as generated, for
instance, by our greedy algorithm) attempts to assign larger preemption thresholds while still keeping the
task set schedulable. Using this new assignment, we then simulate the execution of a task set and measure
the number of preemptions, and compare that with pure preemptive scheduling. Our results show that, again
depending on the task set characteristics, we can get a significant reduction (up to 30%) in the number of
preemptions (averaged over multiple task sets with the same characteristics).

1.3 Paper Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed scheduling
model, and the problems that are being addressed in this paper. In Section 3, we develop schedulability
analysis equation for our new model. Section 4 focuses on developing an optimal algorithm for assignment
of priorities and preemption thresholds for a given task set. In Section 5, we quantify the improvement
in schedulability using the preemption threshold scheduling model. Then, in Section 6, we show how to
systematically reduce the number of preemptions. Finally, we present some concluding remarks.

2

Problem Description and Solution Overview
The example presented in Section 1.1 showed that by using preemption thresholds we can potentially

increase schedulability and at the same time reduce run-time overheads. This raises the question of how to
make effective use of the new scheduling model to get these benefits. In this section, we first present the
task and run-time model assumed in this paper. Then, we give a statement of the problems being addressed
in this paper, followed by an overview of our solution approach.

2.1 Task and Scheduling Model

7 "98 : :/;/; ;<: => . Each task 
is characterized by a 3-tuple ?) :  : A@ , where B
  is its computation time, C is its period (or minimum
inter-arrival time), and   is its relative deadline. We assume that (a) the tasks are independent (i.e., there
We consider a set of

(

independent periodic or sporadic tasks

is no blocking due to shared resources), (b) tasks do not suspend themselves, other than at the end of their
computation, and (c) the overheads due to context switching, etc., are negligible (i.e., assumed to be zero).
Each task will also be given a priority

 EDF - : (HG and a preemption threshold  IDJF   : H( G . These values

are assigned off-line and remain constant at run-time. We assume that larger numbers denote higher priority,
and that no two tasks have the same priority. We assume that the run-time dispatching is preemptive, priority

based, where tasks are dispatched from a notional ready queue sorted by priorities. When a task is released
it is inserted into the notional ready queue at its priority

 .

When the task is dispatched, its priority is

  , and it keeps this priority until it finishes execution. In other
words, it can only be preempted by another task LK if  KNM   . Note that since tasks are recurring, they will
effectively raised to its preemption threshold

go through these dual priorities for each release of a task.

2.2 Problem Statement
In the rest of the paper our objective is to show how to effectively use the preemption threshold scheduling model to realize its potential benefits. Accordingly, we address the following inter-related problems.

2.2.1 Schedulability Analysis
First, we consider the problem of assessing schedulability of a task set under the preemption threshold
scheduling model, assuming that the scheduling attributes are already known. For this, we develop the
worst-case response time analysis for a task set by extending the well-known critical instant/busy-period
analysis used in fixed-priority scheduling. Let
assignment.

*
Let QR&)O : P

O

be a priority assignment, and

denote the worst-case response time of a task



P

be a preemption threshold

under the given assignments.

Then, the schedulability of a task set is given by the following boolean predicate:

* Y [)\
*
*
S/T UWV/X &)7 : O : P Z
" &^]_a`b`-Nc2_ac2( Q  &)O : P c2 

(1)

2.2.2 Attribute Assignment
We then consider the problem of assigning scheduling attributes, i.e., priority and preemption thresholds, to tasks. The primary goal of finding the scheduling attributes is to determine if there exists a set of
scheduling attributes that will make the task set schedulable. That is, we wish to determine whether the
following predicate is true:

* *
*
&)dO )& dP `^` S T UeV X &)7 : O : P

(2)

If it is determined that a task set is schedulable, then we additionally want to find a set of scheduling attributes
that will minimize run-time overheads by eliminating any unnecessary preemptions.

2.2.3 Quantitative Assessment
Since the preemption threshold scheduling model generalizes both preemptive and non-preemptive
scheduling models, it will do no worse than either of them in terms of schedulability. However, we still
need to determine whether there are any significant gains in schedulability if the preemption threshold
scheduling model is employed. To this end, we wish to make a quantitative assessment of the improvement
in schedulability through the use of preemption thresholds.
Likewise, we are interested in quantitative assessment of run-time overheads for feasible task sets.
Unlike schedulability, a non-preemptive scheduler will result in lower run-time overheads. Moreover, since
non-preemptive scheduling is a special case, our scheduling model will incur the same overhead as a nonpreemptive scheduler for task sets that are schedulable with non-preemptive scheduling. Therefore, our
interest is in assessing run-time overheads due to preemptions and compare them with a preemptive scheduler.

2.3 Solution Overview
Our solution consists of the following parts:
(1) First, we show how given both the priorities and the preemption thresholds, we can find the worstcase response times for the tasks, and hence determine feasibility of a particular priority and threshold
assignment.
(2) We then consider the problem of determining a feasible preemption threshold assignment with predefined priorities. We develop an optimal and efficient algorithm that has a search space of
(instead of

%f&)(,+

*

%'&)(

*

for brute force search) to solve this problem.

(3) We use the optimal preemption threshold assignment algorithm to develop a branch and bound search
algorithm to find a feasible set of scheduling attributes. Since the search algorithm may result in an
exponential search space, we also develop an efficient but non-optimal greedy heuristic algorithm.
(4) We use the greedy algorithm for quantifying the improvement in schedulability (as compared to both
preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling models) using randomly generated task sets. This ensures
that the off-line costs of using different scheduling models are approximately similar resulting in fair
comparisons.
(5) To eliminate any unnecessary preemptions, we present an algorithm that takes a feasible priority
and preemption threshold assignment as input and refines it (by increasing preemption thresholds

of tasks) to eliminate unnecessary preemption while maintaining feasibility. Again, we quantify the
improvements using simulations over randomly generated task sets.

3

Schedulability Analysis
We begin with schedulability analysis of task sets when the priority and the preemption threshold

of each task are already known. The schedulability analysis is based on computation of the worst-case
response time of each task. If the worst-case response time of a task is no more than its deadline, then
the task is schedulable. If all the tasks in a system are schedulable, then the system is called schedulable.
The response time analysis employed in this paper is an extension of the well-known level-i busy period
analysis [8, 9, 11, 12, 18], in which the response time is calculated by determining the length of busy period,
starting from a critical instant. The busy period at level-i is defined as a continuous interval of time during

_

which the processor is continuously executing tasks of priority or higher.

3.1 Review of Level-i Busy Period Analysis
To calculate the worst-case response time of a task, the busy period analysis essentially simulates the
effect of scheduling under a worst-case scenario for the task. The busy period for task



is constructed

by starting from a critical instant (time 0). The critical instant occurs when (1) an instance of each higher
priority task comes at the same time (time 0), and (2) the task that contributes the maximum blocking time

g & *

has just started executing prior to time 0. Furthermore, to get the worst-case response time, all tasks

are assumed to arrive at their maximum rate.

3.1.1 Preemptive Scheduling
For our task model described earlier, with arbitrary task deadlines, the busy period of task



in tra-

ditional fixed-priority, preemptive scheduling can be iteratively computed by using the following equation [18]:

t h  &)i *
h  &)i " ikj  l m
K
n Ko pq<rp/s  Kvu j 
*
In this equation, h  &wi denotes the length of a busy period for task  , where i
in the busy period. The length of the busy period for task  is given by:
x y" z<o o{b|  o  h  &wi * `^` h  &)i * c2ikj  
}~4
*

(3)
instances of



are included

(4)

where

h  &)i *

is the smallest value of

during the busy period for

h  &)i *

that satisfies Equation 3. Essentially the equation states that

 , all instances of 

and higher priority tasks that arrive within the busy period

must also be executed within the busy period. The busy period length is computed by iteratively computing

h  &)i *

*
i " - : 1 : # : ; ; ; using Equation 3 until we reach a i , i " such that h  & c j  
The worst-case response time of  will be the longest response time of all instances that arrive and
*
*
finish in the busy period. Let us denote B&)i (q-th finish time) as the smallest value of h &wi that satisfies
*
equation 3. Since the q-th instance of  arrives at &)ik0- j , the worst-case response time for  is given
for

by:

*
* *
Q " }~z <o  o E &  &)i 2
0 &)ik0- j  

(5)

3.1.2 Non-Preemptive Scheduling
Even though the analysis described above was done for preemptive scheduling, the same technique,
with minor modifications, can be used for non-preemptive scheduling as well [5]. However, there are two
important differences. First, a task may be blocked by any lower priority task, if the lower priority task
started executing just prior to the critical instant. Second, once a task gets the CPU, it cannot be preempted
by any higher priority task until it finishes execution.
The blocking time from lower priority tasks is easy to incorporate. A task may be blocked by only one
lower priority task. In the worst case, this task would have started executing just prior to the critical instant.



Thus, the worst-case blocking time for task , denoted as

g 

is given by:

g " Kzo pq< p/s  K
n

(6)

Equation 3 is modified for non-preemptive scheduling as:

h  &)i * 0 
h  &)i * " g el ikj   l m
K
n Ko pq<rp/sZ - l  K  j 

(7)

Note that the term for interference from higher priority tasks is modified to include task arrivals up to (and
including) time

h <&)i * 0 , i.e., when the q-th instance task 

starts executing.

3.2 Response Time Analysis with Preemption Thresholds
Our response time analysis with preemption thresholds follows the same principles of the analysis
presented in previous section. As in the non-preemptive case, we need to worry about blocking time from
lower priority tasks. Also, as in preemptive scheduling, higher priority tasks may cause interference even
after a task starts executing. However, the interference is different from pure preemptive scheduling, since

the task’s effective priority changes to its preemption threshold once it starts executing and only tasks with
higher priority than this effective priority may cause interference. Therefore, we explicitly define and compute both q-th start time for a task



(denoted by

 &)i

*

) and the q-th finish time (denoted by

  &)i

*

). After

we get the q-th finish time by the modified busy period analysis, the worst-case response time is calculated
as before, following Equation 5.

3.2.1 Computing Blocking Time
We begin with determining the blocking time for a task. The blocking is caused due to preemption
thresholds, when a lower priority task has a preemption threshold higher than the priority of the task under
consideration. Then, if the lower priority task is already running, it cannot be preempted (due to higher
preemption threshold) by the task under consideration, leading to blocking time.
Definition 3.1 (Blocking Range) The blocking range of a task
by

F   ,  G .



is defined as the range of priorities given

Definition 3.2 (Active Task) A task (instance) is called active if it has started running, but is not finished
yet.
Proposition 3.1 There is no overlapping of blocking ranges between the set of active tasks at any instant of
time.
Proof:



By contradiction. Suppose

and



Without loss of generality assume that

K

are active at some time, and their blocking ranges overlap.

started execution first. Then, for

finishes, it must be the case that k¡¢ K . That is £c¤k¡¥ K ¦
c  K.

K

to start running before



Thus, the blocking ranges do not

overlap.
Proposition 3.2 A task



can be blocked by at most one lower priority task

case that

 K¨§   .

Proof:

A new arriving task instance of



LK . Furthermore, it must be the

can not preempt a lower priority active task

LK

only if



falls in

LK , i.e.,  K ¡  c© K . From Proposition 3.1, we know that blocking ranges of active
tasks will not overlap. Therefore,  will only fall into at most one of these blocking ranges, i.e., be blocked

the blocking range of

by the owner of that blocking range. Furthermore, it is easy to see that any lower priority tasks that have not
started execution before the arrival of





will not block .



Proposition 3.2 shows that in computing the blocking time for a task , we need to consider blocking
from only one lower priority task



of a task

LK

such that

 K§   . Furthermore, this is true for the entire busy period

since during the busy period a lower priority task cannot start execution (due to the pending





instances of ). Therefore, the maximum blocking time of a task , denoted by

g &  * " Ko ª<zq<«p/ swrpq  K
n

g &  * , is given by:

(8)

3.2.2 Computing q-th Start Time:



Before a task

starts execution, there is blocking from lower priority tasks and interference from

higher priority tasks. Among all lower priority tasks, only one lower priority task can cause blocking as we
showed in Proposition 3.2. This task must have arrived and begun executing before the busy period starts.
In the worst case, it just starts executing before time 0. All higher priority tasks that come before the start
time

 &)i

*

Therefore,

and any earlier instances of task

 &)i

*



i

before instance should be finished before the q-th start time.

can be computed iteratively using the following equation.

*
*
*
)
&
i
g

 w& i " &  l &wi02- j  l n Kom pq<rp/s  - l   K  j  K
*

(9)

3.2.3 Computing q-th Finish Time:
Once the q-th instance of task starts execution, we have to consider the interference to compute its
finish time. From the definition of preemption threshold, we know that only tasks with higher priority than
the preemption threshold of



can preempt and get the CPU before

to consider new arrivals of these tasks, i.e., arrivals after
for computing

  &)i

*

 &)i

*



finishes. Furthermore, we only need

. Based on this, we get the following equation

:

*
t B&)i *


)
&
i
&)i " <&)i l   l n Kom pqrªs¬  K u 0  - l   K¦k j  K
*

4

*

(10)

Feasible Assignment of Priority and Preemption Threshold
In the previous section, we showed how to compute the worst-case response times when priorities

and preemption thresholds of tasks are known. In this section, we develop an algorithm to systematically
assign priorities and preemption thresholds to tasks, such that the assignment ensures schedulability. We first
present some theoretical results about our model. Then, we present an algorithm motivated by these results

for optimal preemption threshold assignment to task sets with predefined priority. After that, we propose a
systematic approach to find the optimal priority and preemption threshold assignment using this algorithm
as a sub-routine. Finally, we modify the optimal algorithm and present an efficient, but approximate, greedy
algorithm. The greedy algorithm is used in our simulations to enable a fair comparison with preemptive and
non-preemptive scheduling strategies.

4.1 Properties of the Model
With the response time analysis we have done above, we notice that this generalized fixed-priority
scheduling model has some interesting properties. Assuming that the priorities of tasks are fixed, these
properties help us reason about the effect of changing preemption thresholds of tasks. Furthermore, these
properties will help us to reduce the search space for finding the optimal preemption threshold assignment.
Therefore, we will use these properties as guidelines while designing an algorithm for preemption threshold
assignment.
Lemma 4.1 Changing the preemption threshold of a task
response time of task





from

and those tasks whose priority is between





to
and




may only affect the worst-case
.

This can be seen by examining the equations developed for calculation of response times. The preemption threshold of a task



determines which (higher priority) tasks may be blocked by

are those whose priorities fall in the range



 . These tasks

F   :   G . Therefore, the response time of all these tasks may be af-

fected when ’s preemption threshold is modified. It also may affect its own response time since it changes
the set of tasks that can preempt it once it has started running. Note that, the preemption threshold of
doesn’t affect the interference from



on any lower priority task

LK

(which depends on



LK ’s threshold, and

 ’s priority). Therefore, changing the preemption threshold doesn’t affect any lower priority task. A useful
proposition directly follows from this lemma, and is presented below.
Proposition 4.1 The worst-case response time of task
assignment of any task

LK

with

 K®M   .



will not be affected by the preemption threshold

Proposition 4.1 is useful in developing a strategy for optimal assignment of preemption thresholds. It
shows that the schedulability of a task is independent of the preemption threshold setting of any task with
higher priority. Therefore, this suggests that the threshold assignment should start from the lowest priority
task to highest priority task.

Furthermore, Theorem 4.1, presented below, helps us determine the optimal preemption threshold assignment for a specific task. The preemption threshold of a task can range from its own priority to the highest
priority in the task set. From the equations for worst-case response time analysis, we can see that a task may
reduce its worst-case response time by increasing its preemption threshold, which restricts the set of (higher
priority) tasks that can preempt it. However, this is done at the cost of a possible increase in the blocking
time of higher priority tasks which may lead to increased worst-case response time of the higher priority
task. Therefore, if there is a set of preemption threshold values that can make a task schedulable, choosing
the minimum of them will maximize the chances of finding a feasible preemption threshold assignment.

7 "¯8 : :/; ;/;<: = > , and a set of scheduling attributes O "
*
?° : ;/;/;L:  = @ and P " ?w :/; ;/;<:  = @ , such that the task set is schedulable with O and P (i.e., S T UeV/X &)7 : O : P
is true). Then, if changing only the preemption threshold of LK from  K to K ± (CK ± ¡¦ K ), can still make LK
schedulable, then the whole system is also schedulable by setting  K ± as the preemption threshold of LK . That
Theorem 4.1 Consider a set of

is,

(

tasks

L* *
*<*
Q K &)O : P²& K ³  K ± 
c ´ K¶µ·S T UeV X &)7 : O : P²&¸ K ³  K ±

 K ± ( KRM  K ± ), the worst-case response
time of any task ¹ with  ¹ ¡2 K or  ¹M  K will not change. The worst-case response time of a task ¹ such
that  K ± §  ¹fM  K will also stay the same. Furthermore, any task ¹ with priority  K ± ¡ K c© K will have
no worse worst-case response time with  K ± than with  K . Moreover, we already know that LK is schedulable
with  K ± . Therefore, if the whole system is schedulable with  K , it is also schedulable with  K ± .
Proof:

LK

When the preemption threshold of

changes from

K

to

A given task set may be unschedulable with any preemption threshold assignment. The following
theorem gives a sufficient condition to claim a task set to be unschedulable.

 , such that setting the preemption
 equal to the highest priority in the system can not make a specific task  schedulable,

Theorem 4.2 For any given priority assignment if there exists a task
threshold of a task

then the task set is unschedulable.
Proof:

Comparing Equation 10 with Equation 3, we can see that preemption threshold reduces the worst-

case response time of a task



by preventing the interference from some higher priority tasks after

execution. By setting the preemption threshold of



reduction to the worst-case response time of . If





starts



to the highest priority in the system gives the maximum
is still not schedulable, since the priority is predefined,

there is no way to make it schedulable. Furthermore, the task set will also be unschedulable.

Algorithm: AssignThresholds
// Assumes that task priorities are already known

º
»
¼/½C¾À¿6½ // start from lowest value

(1) for ( := 1 to )
(2)

// Find worst-case response time based on the tentative assignment
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

ÁN½

Â ½ ¼ ½
while (Á ½CÃÅÄB½ ) do // while not schedulable
¼ ½ ++ ; // increase preemption threshold
if ¼ ½CÃ » then
= WCRT( , ) ;

(7)

return FAIL; // system not schedulable.

(8)

endif

ÁN½e¾

(9)
(10)

Â½ ¼ ½

WCRT( , ) ;

end

(11) end
(12) return SUCCESS

Figure 2. Algorithm for Preemption Threshold Assignment

4.2 Optimal Preemption Threshold Assignment with Given Priorities
Based on the results developed in the previous section, we have developed an algorithm that finds an
optimal preemption threshold assignment assuming that the priorities are known and fixed. The algorithm
is optimal in the sense that if there exists a feasible preemption threshold assignment then the algorithm will
also find a feasible assignment.
Figure 2 gives the pseudo code of the preemption threshold assignment algorithm. The algorithm
assumes that the tasks are numbered

- : 1 :/;/; ;: (

, and that

 ²" _ . The algorithm considers the preemption

threshold assignment of one task at a time starting from the lowest priority task. For each task considered,
it finds the lowest preemption threshold assignment that will make the task schedulable. This is done by
computing the response time of the task using the function WCRT(task, threshold), and comparing it with
its deadline. Note that, the response time calculation is possible even with a partial assignment since we
consider tasks from low priority to high priority.
It is easy to see the worst-case search space for this algorithm is

%f&)(

*

. The algorithm is optimal in

the sense that if there exists a preemption threshold assignment that can make the system schedulable, our

algorithm will always find an assignment that ensures the schedulability. The optimality of the algorithm is
given in the following Theorem 4.3.
Theorem 4.3 Given a fixed priority assignment, the algorithm AssignThresholds will find a feasible preemption threshold assignment, if there exists one.

7 "Æ8 ÈÇ -fcÉ_¨c¢( > , with a priority assignment O " ?°  : ;/; ;:  = @ .
Without loss of generality, assume that the tasks have been labeled such that  Ê" _ . Furthermore, let the
*
task set be schedulable with a set of preemption threshold values P "Ë8  EÇ &-¨c2_Ec2( > .
The algorithm assigns preemption thresholds to the tasks starting from and going upto = . Let the
preemption thresholds found by the algorithm be labeled  ± :  ± , etc. Assume that task  is the first task
Proof:

Assume a set of

(

tasks

such that the preemption threshold found by the algorithm is different from the given feasible assignment,

 Ê± " Ì   . Then, it must be the case that   ± ¡  , otherwise, our algorithm will find   rather than   ’.
Based on Theorem 4.1, we know that the task set will still be schedulable if we use   ± to replace   in the
that is,

above feasible preemption threshold assignment.
By repeatedly using the above argument, we can see that the algorithm will also find a feasible preemption threshold assignment

8 C ± Ç C ± c : -¨c2_Ec2( > .

4.3 Optimal Assignment of Priorities and Preemption Thresholds
In this section, we address the general problem of determining an optimal (i.e., one that ensures schedulability) priority and preemption threshold assignment for a given task set. We give a branch-and-bound
search algorithm that searches for the optimal assignment. Whether more efficient algorithms can be found
for this problem, remains an open question at this time. Our algorithm borrows the basic ideas from the
optimal priority assignment algorithm presented in [1, 18] for preemptive priority scheduling of a task set.
Unfortunately, the introduction of preemption thresholds not only adds another dimension to the search
space but also brings more branches into the search, making the search space exponential in size.
Our search algorithm, presented in Figure 3, proceeds by performing a heuristic guided search on
“good” priority orderings, and then when a priority ordering is complete, it uses the algorithm presented in
the previous section to find a feasible threshold assignment. If a feasible threshold assignment is found then
we are done. If not, the algorithm backtracks to find another priority ordering.
The algorithm works by dividing the task set into two parts: a sorted part, consisting of the lower
priority tasks, and an unsorted part, containing the remaining higher priority tasks. The priorities for the
tasks in the sorted list are all assigned. The priorities for the tasks in the unsorted list are unassigned, but are

Í ¿

Algorithm: AssignSchedAttributes( , )

/* Terminating Condition; assign preemption thresholds */
(1) if (

Í

==

Î Ï ) then

/* Use algorithm in Figure 2 for preemption threshold assignment */
(2)

return AssignThresholds()

(3) endif

/* Heuristically generate a priority assignment */

/* Assign Heuristic Value to Each Task */
(4) L :=

Î/Ï

;

(10)

ÂÐkÑÍ do
¿6Ð := ¿ ; ¼ Ð¨ÒÓ¾» ; ÁNÐ := WCRT(ÂÐ );
if ÁNÐ ÃÄ Ð then Continue ; /* prune */
¼/ÐkÒÓ¾Ô¿4Ð ; ÁNÐ := WCRT(ÂÐ );
if ÁNÐkÕ Ä Ð then
Ö Ð ÒÓ¾ GetBlockingLimit( Â Ð ); /* positive value */

(11)

else

(5) foreach
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Ö Ð ÒÓ¾Å× ÐÙØ Á Ð ;

(12)
(13)

endif

(14)

L := L +

(15)

:=

¿6Ð

»

/* negative value */

ÂÐ ;

;

/* reset */

(16) end

/* Recursively perform depth first search */
(17) while (L !=

Î/Ï ) do

/* Select the task with the largest heuristic value next */
(18)
(19)
(20)

ÂÐkÒÓ¾ GetNextCandidate(L) ;
¿6Ð£ÒÓ¾¿ ;
if AssignSchedAttributes(Í Ø ÂÐ , ¿

(21)

+1) == SUCCESS then

return SUCCESS ;

(22)

endif

(23)

L := L -

ÂÐ ;

(24) end
(25) return FAIL

Figure 3. Search Algorithm for Optimal Assignment of Priority and Preemption Threshold

all assumed to be higher than the highest priority in the sorted list. Initially, the sorted part is empty and all
tasks are in the unsorted part. The algorithm recursively moves one task from the unsorted list to the sorted
list, by choosing a candidate task based on heuristics, as described below. When all tasks are in the sorted
list, a complete priority ordering has been generated, and the threshold assignment algorithm is called.
When considering the next candidate to move into the sorted list, all tasks in the unsorted list are
examined in turn. To make the search more efficient, we select the “most promising” candidate first, using
a heuristic function, described below. If the algorithm fails to find a solution with that partial assignment,
it will backtrack and then select the next task. Additionally, we prune infeasible paths by not considering
tasks that cannot be made schedulable at the current priority level.
Figure 3 gives the pseudo code of the search algorithm, which is presented as a recursive algorithm.
It takes two parameters:



7

, which is the unsorted part (containing all the tasks waiting for priority assign-

ment), and , which is the next priority to assign. The tasks that have been assigned priorities are kept
separately (and not explicitly shown in the pseudo-code) for preemption threshold assignment at the end of

Ú

the algorithm. The list of candidates to search is created in . The computation of worst-case response times
assumes that all tasks with unassigned priorities have the highest priority, and that all unassigned preemption
thresholds are equal to the task priority.
Pruning Infeasible Paths. First, we tentatively assign a task the current priority and compute its
response time with its preemption threshold set to the highest priority in the system. If its computed response
time exceeds its deadline, then the task cannot be made schedulable at this priority level (Theorem 4.2). This
is because, we assume at this stage that all other tasks have preemption thresholds equal to their priorities.
Therefore, we prune such a branch to make the search more efficient.
Heuristic Function. To compute the heuristic function, we compute the response time for the task
by tentatively assigning it the current priority and assuming that the preemption threshold equals its priority.
Let

Q ¹

be the computed response for a task

¹

in this manner. Then, the heuristic function is given by:

g
ß^à Q ¹ c2 ¹
Û ¹ " Ý ÞÜ Ú ¹
(11)
Q ¹ 0À ¹âáãAäá
g
where Ú ¹ denotes the blocking limit for ¹ . The blocking limit represents the maximum blocking that
the task can get while still meeting its response time. Note that at this stage since we have assumed that
priorities equal preemption thresholds, there is no blocking. However, once the priorities are fully assigned,
it is possible that in the preemption threshold assignment stage a lower priority task may be assigned a

threshold that is higher than this task, and can cause blocking. The blocking limit captures the maximum
blocking that a task can tolerate while still meeting its deadline. This can be computed by assigning a
blocking term to the task, repeating the worst-case response time computation, and checking if it still meets
the deadline.
The blocking limit is meaningful if

Q ¹ c¢ ¹ . Otherwise, it is still possible that ¹

may be schedu-

lable at this priority with an appropriate preemption threshold. Thus tasks that need a smaller reduction in
interference from higher priority tasks are better candidates for selection. Accordingly, we assign a heuristic
value of

 ¹ 0åQ ¹

for each task. Note that these values are negative, while

g Ú ¹

is positive. Thus, such tasks

have a lower heuristic value, which is as desired.

4.4 A Greedy Algorithm
The efficiency of the optimal algorithm shown above depends heavily on the characteristics of the task
set. In the worst case, it has exponential search space in term of the number of tasks. Clearly, this algorithm
becomes infeasible to use, even with a modest number of tasks. Therefore, we have developed a greedyheuristic algorithm, which we use in our simulations for schedulability comparison. The basic idea of this
greedy algorithm is the same as the optimal algorithm. The only difference lies in the branching part. The
optimal algorithm will try all possible branches before it find a solution. However, the heuristic algorithm
will only try the one that is most promising, or in another word, the one at the head of the candidate list.
This heuristic algorithm dominates the preemptive scheduling algorithm, i.e., if a task set is schedulable with preemptive scheduling, then the algorithm will be able to find a feasible assignment as well.
This is not surprising since the algorithm extends Audsley’s optimal algorithm for priority assignment. On
the other hand, there are cases when the algorithm is not able to find a feasible assignment, when a nonpreemptive priority assignment algorithm is able to find a feasible assignment. Since a non-preemptive
priority assignment is also a feasible solution for our model, the algorithm can be trivially extended to use
the non-preemptive priority assignment algorithm first, and then use this algorithm. Without actually doing
so, we assume that this is the case, and this extended algorithm is used in our simulations. In this way, our
extended algorithm dominates both preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling algorithms.

5

Schedulability Improvement
Since our scheduling model subsumes both preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling, any task set

that is schedulable with either a pure preemptive or a non-preemptive scheduler is also schedulable in our
model. In section 1.1, we gave a simple example task set, which is not schedulable under either preemptive

or non-preemptive scheduling, but can be scheduled with our model. Nonetheless, it may be the case that
any such schedulability improvement comes only in exceptional cases, and any such improvement may only
be marginal. Accordingly, in this section we want to quantify the schedulability improvement that may be
achieved by using this new model. Our strategy is to use randomly generated task sets and test for their
schedulability under the different scheduling models.
To compare the schedulability of a task set under different scheduling policies, we need a quantitative
measurement. One possibility is to use the binary measure of schedulability, i.e., either a task set is schedulable or not. A better measure, and one that is commonly used is the notion of breakdown utilization [11].
The breakdown utilization of a task set is defined as the associated utilization of a task set at which a deadline is first missed when the computation time of each task in the task set is scaled by a factor. In this paper
we use breakdown utilizations to measure schedulability.

5.1 Simulation Design
We use randomly generated periodic task sets for our simulations. Each task is characterized by its

  . To keep the number of variables small, we assume that  "   for
all tasks. We vary two parameters in our simulations: (1) number of tasks (W£æ S/çS , from 5 to 50; and (2)
maximum period for tasks æèeé V ê _ë X , from 10 to 1000. For any given pair of (W£æ S çS and æèWé V/ê _°ë X ,
computation time

 

and its period

we randomly generate 100 task sets.
A task set is generated by randomly selecting a period and computation time for each of the

(W£æ S çS .

F - : æ èeé V ê °_ ë X G with a uniform probability distribution
function. Then, we assign a utilization I
ì  in the range F 3 ; 34. : 3 ; .G , again with uniform probability distribution
function. The computation time of the task is then assigned as  " CWíìI .
First, a period

C

is assigned randomly in the range

For each randomly generated task set, we measure the breakdown utilization for each of (1) pure preemptive scheduling, (2) non-preemptive scheduling, and (3) scheduling with preemption threshold. We do
this by scaling the computation times to get different task set utilization, and then testing for schedulability.
Since the randomly generated task sets may have utilization greater than 1 to begin with, we initially scale
the utilization to 100%. We then use binary search to find the maximum utilization at which the task set is
schedulable under a particular scheduling algorithm.

5.2 Attribute Assignment
Before we can do the response time analysis with a particular scheduling algorithm, we must derive
the scheduling attributes. In the case of preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling algorithms, the only

scheduling attribute is task priority, while for the preemption threshold scheduling, both task priority and
preemption threshold must be derived. We derive optimal priority assignments for both preemptive and
non-preemptive scheduling algorithms. For the preemptive case, the optimal priority assignment is simply the rate-monotonic assignment [14]. For the general case, with arbitrary deadlines, Audsley’s optimal
priority assignment algorithm [1] can be used. For non-preemptive scheduling, we use optimal priority assignment algorithm presented in [5] which is basically the same as Audsley’s algorithm, but adapted for
non-preemptive scheduling. For scheduling with preemption thresholds, we use the greedy-heuristic algorithm presented in last section as an efficient approximation to assign priorities and preemption thresholds.
The time complexity of this algorithm is the same as Audsley’s algorithm. This provides a fair ground for
comparison between the algorithms.

5.3 Simulation Results
In this section, we describe the results for schedulability improvement (as measured by breakdown
utilization) using preemption thresholds. As mentioned earlier, we controlled two parameters: (1) num-

(W£æ S/çS ), and (2) maximum period ( æèeé
8 . : -/3 : /- . : 143 : 1. : # 3 : # . :<î 3 : .43 > and æèWé V/ê _°ë X Dï8 -/3

ber of tasks (

V/ê _ë X ). We did the simulations for (W£æ S/çS D
: 143 : .43 : - 343 : .4363 : - 34343 > . For each task set, we

measured the breakdown utilization for each of the three cases: pure preemptive scheduling, non-preemptive
scheduling, and preemptive scheduling with preemption threshold.
In Figures 4 and 5 we show the schedulability improvement as the number of tasks is varied. The results
are shown for

æèWé /V ê °_ ë X "

10 and 100; the results are similar for other values. In each case, we plot the

average and maximum increase in breakdown utilization when using preemption thresholds. Figure 4 shows
schedulability improvement as compared to pure preemptive priority scheduling. As the plot shows, when
looking at average improvement, there is a modest improvement in schedulability (3%-6%), depending
on the number of tasks. As the number of tasks increases, the improvement tends to decrease. Perhaps,
more interesting is the plot for maximum increase, which shows that the schedulability improvement can
be as high as 18% improvement in breakdown utilization for selected task sets, although once again the
improvement decreases as the number of tasks is increased.
The results showing the schedulability improvement with non-preemptive scheduling are more varied.
First, for most ranges of the parameters, the schedulability improvement is much more than the preemptive
case (which also means that preemptive scheduling gives higher breakdown utilization, as compared to nonpreemptive scheduling). The result should not be surprising since non-preemptive scheduling performs very
badly even if one task has a tight deadline, and any other task has a large computation time. In such cases,

the breakdown utilization can be arbitrarily low, as can be seen in Figure 5(b).
While non-preemptive scheduling performs poorly in general, there are selected cases when it performs
better than preemptive scheduling, and better than our heuristic algorithm for preemption threshold. Note,
however, that we assume that our heuristic algorithm is augmented with the schedulability check using nonpreemptive scheduler as well, and so in the plots those cases simply show up as zero percent improvement.
These results can be seen in Figure 5(a), where non-preemptive scheduling performs the best of all three

(W£æ S/çS¬§ 143 ; similar results are obtained for other smaller values of æèeé V ê _ë X , but this effect goes
away when æèWé V/ê _°ë X " -/363 or more. The reason for this is that with large number of tasks, and a small
value of æèWé V/ê _°ë X , the computation times for all tasks are small. This means that any blocking caused
when

by non-preemption has little effect on schedulability, which gives rise to higher breakdown utilization.

6

Preemption Overheads
The application of our fixed priority scheduling model with preemption threshold not only provides

better schedulability, but also may reduce the number of preemptions as compared to pure preemptive
scheduling. Indeed, this was one of the primary motivations behind the development of preemption threshold in the ThreadX operating system [10]. Certainly, in the extreme case if a task set is schedulable using
non-preemptive scheduling, then there are no preemptions. Even otherwise, we expect that the use of preemption thresholds should prevent some unnecessary preemptions.
One possible benefit brought by reduced preemptions is further improvement in schedulability when
the scheduling overhead caused by preemptions is taken into account. Typically, such analysis associates two
context switches per task, and that overhead is added to the computation time of a task [18]. Unfortunately,
it does not seem that this can be reduced (in the worst-case) with the use of preemption thresholds. On the
other hand, if we can show that there are reduced number of preemptions (on an average), then any such
time savings implies that the processor is available for other background/soft-real-time jobs, which can only
be beneficial.
In this section, we first show how the number of preemptions in a given (schedulable) task set can be
reduced in a systematic manner, while maintaining schedulability. We then use simulation results to see if
there is any substantial reduction in the number of preemptions.

6.1 Preemption Threshold Assignment to Reduce Preemptions
Clearly, any feasible assignment of priorities and preemption thresholds will be no worse than pure
preemptive scheduling. However, for a given task set (and assuming that priorities are given), there may
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Figure 4. Schedulability Improvement with Preemption Threshold as compared to Preemptive
Scheduling.

be several feasible threshold assignments, and some will reduce preemptions more than others. Earlier in
this paper, we presented an optimal algorithm to assign preemption thresholds (Figure 2). The algorithm
attempts to assign the smallest feasible preemption threshold values, which was necessary to ensure its optimality. However, it is possible that there are other feasible assignments with larger preemption thresholds
that will incur fewer preemptions.
Our approach to reduce preemptions is to use the assignment generated by our optimal threshold
assignment as a starting point. Then, we iterate over the solution and attempt to assign the largest feasible
preemption threshold values to tasks such that the task set remains schedulable. Clearly, larger preemption
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Figure 5. Schedulability Improvement with Preemption Threshold as compared to NonPreemptive Scheduling.

threshold values reduce the chances of preemptions, and therefore, should result in less preemptions.
Figure 6 gives the algorithm that attempts to assign larger preemption threshold values to tasks. The
algorithm considers one task at a time, starting from the highest priority task, and tries to assign it the largest
threshold value that will maintain the feasibility of the system. We do this one step at a time, and check
the response time of the affected task to ensure that the system stays schedulable. By going from highest
priority task to the lowest priority task, we ensure that any change in the preemption threshold assignment
in latter (lower priority) tasks cannot increase the assignment of a former (higher priority) task, and thus we
only need to go through the list of tasks once.

Algorithm: Assign Maximum Preemption Thresholds
/* Assumes that task priorities are fixed, and a */
/* set of feasible preemption thresholds are assigned */
(1) for (i := n down to 1)
(2)

while (schedulable == TRUE) && (



(3)

+= 1;

Let LK

(4)

  ¡(

)

/* try a larger value */

be the task such that

 K "  .

/* Calculate the worst-case response time of task j

(5)

Q K

(6)

if (

and compare it with deadline */

LK

:= WCRT( );

Q K£M  K ) then // Task j is not schedulable.

(7)

schedulable := FALSE

(8)



(9)

-= 1;

endif

(10)

end

(11)

schedulable := TRUE

(12) end
(13) return

Figure 6. Algorithm for Finding Maximum Preemption Threshold

6.2 Simulation Design and Results
We use the same randomly generated task sets that we used in the previous section. We simulate the
execution of a task set for 100000 time units, and track the number of preemptions. With

-/34363 , this gives at least 1000 instances of each task in a simulation run.

æèeé V ê _ ë X "

We want to see the savings in

preemptions when using preemption thresholds as compared to pure preemptive scheduling. Accordingly,
we use percentage reduction in the number of preemptions as the metric, which is defined as:
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Figure 7. Average Percentage Reduction in Number of Preemptions for Preemption Threshold
Scheduling as compared to Pure Preemptive Scheduling

where

ñò é ê V V óô _°ë( S<õ

and

ñò é ê V/V óô _ë( SLõ ÷

are the number of preemptions encountered in a

particular simulation run with preemptive scheduling and preemption threshold scheduling respectively.
We did one simulation run for each task set generated in the simulations of Section 3. The computation
times for the tasks were chosen by scaling them to the largest value at which the task set was schedulable
under preemptive scheduling (i.e. the breakdown utilization). We assigned priorities to these task sets using
the rate-monotonic (optimal) algorithm. We use the same priorities for the preemption threshold case, but
additionally assigned preemption thresholds to the tasks as described above. That is, we first generated a
feasible assignment of preemption thresholds. Then, we used the algorithm in Figure 6 to assign a new set
of preemption thresholds. During the simulation, we randomly assigned the initial arrival time of each task



in the range

F3 :  G.

We plot the average percentage reduction in the number of preemptions for preemption threshold
scheduling as compared to preemptive scheduling. The results are shown in Figure 7. As can be seen in the
figure, there is a significant reduction in preemptions for small number of tasks, but it tapers down to less
than 5% as the number of tasks is increased. Also, for any given number of tasks, the number of reductions
is larger for larger values of

æèeé /V ê _ ë X

, i.e., when the period range is larger.

7

Related Work
Like many papers in real-time literature, our work has roots in real-time scheduling. In the last twenty

years, scheduling theory has been widely studied to provide guidelines for developing hard real-time systems. Many results have been produced for non-idling scheduling over a single processor. These results
fall into two categories: fixed-priority schedulers and dynamic priority schedulers. Alternatively, one can
categorize the schedulers as preemptive or non-preemptive. While dynamic priority schedulers can achieve
higher schedulability for task sets, fixed priority schedulers are commonly preferred due to lower overheads in implementation. Moreover, most contemporary real-time operating systems provide direct support
for fixed priority preemptive scheduling, and almost none provide support for dynamic priority scheduling
algorithms such as earliest deadline first (although, the priority can be changed from the application).
Schedulability analysis in fixed priority preemptive scheduling is often based on computing the worstcase response times and by comparing them with deadlines. The notion of level-i busy period was introduced
by Lehoczky [12] and computation of the worst-case response time for general task sets is shown in [9, 8,
12, 18].
With fixed-priority preemptive scheduling, the deadline monotonic ordering has been shown to be
optimal [13] for task sets with relative deadlines less than or equal to periods. A special case of the deadline
monotonic ordering is the rate monotonic ordering when deadlines equal periods [14]. However, for a
general task set, where deadlines are not related to the periods, Lehoczky [12] pointed out that deadline
monotonic ordering is not optimal. Audsley [1, 18] gives an optimal priority assignment procedure with
complexity of

ù'ú)ûCü ý .

Deadline monotonic priority ordering is no longer optimal in the context of non-preemptive fixedpriority scheduling of general task set. However, it is optimal for a task set with deadlines less than or
equal to periods if smaller deadline implies smaller or equal computation time [5]. Furthermore, the optimal
priority assignment algorithm proposed by Audsley [1] is shown to be still valid [5]. The feasibility is still
closely related with computation of worst-case response time. Moreover, the level-i busy period analysis is
also valid in the context of non-preemptive scheduling [5].
The scheduling work that comes closest to ours is the scheduling of tasks with varying execution
priorities [8, 4]. In [8], schedulability analysis for tasks with varying execution priorities is given, and in
fact it is recognized that the schedulability of a task set can be improved by increasing a task’s priority
sometime during its execution. The same general idea is used in [4] with dual priority scheduling except
that the task priority is raised after a fixed amount of (real) time. The notion of preemption threshold can

be viewed as a special case of scheduling with varying execution priorities. However, our work differs from
these in that we go beyond response time analysis, and focus on scheduling attribute assignment.
Our work on priority and preemption threshold assignment for tasks is related to the general problem
of assigning feasible task attributes. Besides the priority assignment algorithms mentioned above, several
researchers have addressed this problem in different contexts. In [6] feasible task attributes such as periods,
deadlines, and offsets were derived from end-to-end timing requirements specified on system inputs and
outputs. The work has been followed up by a number of other researchers, addressing different variations of
feasible task attribute assignment problem [3, 15, 16, 7].
The notion of preemption threshold is used in various other contexts. Most notably, it is used to avoid
unbounded priority inversions in priority ceiling protocols [17, 2] by raising the priority of a task while in a
critical section.

8

Concluding Remarks
We present a generalized fixed-priority scheduling model with the notion of preemption threshold.

This model bridges the gap between preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling and includes both of them
as special cases. It captures the best of both models, and as a result it can feasibly schedule task sets
which are not feasible with either pure preemptive scheduling, or non-preemptive scheduling. In this paper,
we present simulation results over randomly generated task sets showing our model achieves substantial
improvement of the schedulable utilization of task sets over both preemptive and non-preemptive cases.
Furthermore, using the concept of level-i busy period, we derive the equation for computing the worst-case
response time of periodic or sporadic tasks in this general model.
Using this analysis, we addressed the problem of finding an optimal priority ordering and preemption
threshold assignment that ensures schedulability. Based on the theoretical results we developed under the
model, we proposed an efficient algorithm for finding optimal preemption threshold assignment for a task
set with predefined priority. Finally using this threshold assignment algorithm, we develop an optimal
search algorithm to find the optimal priorities and preemption thresholds. A heuristic algorithm, which will
dominate both preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling is also proposed to achieve better efficiency.
One interesting aspect of this new scheduling model is that it achieves better schedulability without
increasing the overheads. This is in sharp contrast to dynamic priority schemes, such as earliest deadline
first, which achieve higher schedulable utilization at the cost of significantly higher overheads as compared
to fixed priority scheduling. The only additional cost of this new scheduling model is an extra field to be
associated with tasks (for keeping their preemption threshold values). With a minor modification, the kernel

can switch between the normal priority and the preemption threshold of a task, as dictated by the model.
Contrast this with the dual-priority scheme of Burns [4], where the implementation costs are non-trivial.
We also note that the model can be easily emulated at user level, when it is not supported by a real-time
kernel. Of course, there is an additional cost in this case to change priorities.
Not only does this new scheduling model not add any additional overheads, it can reduce overheads by
incorporating the best aspects of non-preemptive scheduling into the preemptive scheduling model. Thus,
the model can be used to introduce only enough preemptability as is necessary to achieve feasibility. In this
way, it can be used to reduce scheduling overheads by reducing the number of preemptions. Our simulation
results support this conjecture, and show that in many cases there can be a marked reduction in preemptions,
making the CPU bandwidth available for background and soft real-time priority tasks.
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